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Abstract

When a supersonic flow condition is non-isentropic condition that a shock wave occurs within the divergent section of convergent-divergent nozzle, transonic tone can occur at low nozzle pressure ratios. And the tone is distinct from other jet noise components. The main objectives of the present thesis were to get better understanding on the acoustic characteristics and generation mechanism of transonic tone in supersonic nozzle experimentally.

First, the effects of nozzle-lip thickness on the acoustic features of transonic tone have been investigated to check a location of the noise source. Far-field acoustic measurements are accomplished to obtain the noise spectra of the supersonic jets, which are issued from a supersonic nozzle with a design Mach number of 2.0. The acoustic characteristics of the supersonic jet, such as the transonic tone or screech tone frequency and amplitude will be discussed briefly in this thesis using the acoustic measurement results. The results obtained obviously show that the acoustic characteristics of transonic tone are differ from the screech tone and distinctly from the screech tone, it is found that the transonic tone has internal noise source.

To understand the transonic tone generation mechanism, the first shock wave the transonic tone had tried to correlate with flow oscillations. In particularly, the first shock wave oscillations and wall static fluctuations are considered with high speed video camera and simultaneous measurement system. And the results show that the frequencies of the shock wave and wall static pressure fluctuations correspond to the transonic tone and it is expect that a feedback loop between the shock wave and the nozzle exit.

In the present thesis, a tone reduction method is also considered by extension of the nozzle-lip length in 2-dimensional supersonic nozzle. And the transonic tone reduced at stage 1 about 5~10 dB when the nozzle-lip attached at the side of large separation zone in the nozzle and the extended nozzle-lip also affected the
shock wave oscillations, wall static pressure fluctuations and cross-correlations between the shock wave and the wall static pressure fluctuations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

1.1.1 Supersonic Jet Noise

Supersonic jets have long been used in many diverse fields of engineering applications such as supersonic aircrafts (Ennix et al., 1993), jet propulsion thrust vectoring (Strykowski, 1996), fuel injectors for supersonic combustion (Ramesh et al., 2000), soot blower devices (Jameel et al., 1994), coating technology for structural materials (Postel & Heberlein, 1998), supersonic ejectors (Bartosiewicz et al., 2005), jet pumps (Eames, 2002), etc. Until now, a great deal of studies has been experimentally and theoretically carried out to obtain detailed features of supersonic jet. It has been well known that the time-mean structure of supersonic jet is determined by nozzle pressure ratio and nozzle configuration (Love et al., 1959; Addy, 1981; Bülent Yüceil & Volkan Ötügen, 2002).

When a supersonic jet is issued from a nozzle exit, the high frequency noise problems occur. Many research have been conducted to understand the noise characteristics and generation mechanism including the appropriate noise control methods in suppressing the supersonic jet noise. Recently, the supersonic jet noise is being a very important issue to be resolved from the practical point of view of performance of fluidic device (Li & Halliwell, 1985; Krothapalli et al., 1986; Meier et al., 1990) as well as environmental noise problem (Thomas et al., 2002). However, it is not simple to understand and to control the jet noise generation because the understanding of jet noise is tied to the understanding of turbulence in jet flows.

Since Lighthill (1952, 1954) first introduced his acoustic analogy theory in
1952 and 1954, jet noise has been a topic of interest for many researchers. The idea that the sound radiated from aerodynamics flows can be modeled as a distribution of quadrupole sources has led to many different models and theories in order to predict the noise from jet flows. He established that the acoustic power radiated from a jet should scale as the eighth power of the jet velocity. While Lighthill’s original theory is valid only for subsonic jet, other researchers have extended the previous theoretical studies of Lighthill into the range of supersonic jet velocities. In particular, Ffowcs Williams (1963) showed how turbulence convected downstream at a relatively high speed can be very strong source of noise in the far-field, and found that for very high speed jets, the acoustic power of the radiated noise should scale as the third power of the jet velocity.

It is now well known that the supersonic jet noise consists of three major components (Tam, 1995): the turbulent mixing noise, the broadband shock-associated noise, and the screech tones. A typical far-field noise spectrum of an imperfectly-expanded supersonic jet in the upstream direction is described in Fig.1.1. The turbulent mixing noise is usually observed over a broad spectral hump centered around a Strouhal number \((fD/\nu_j)\) of 0.1-0.2. The broadband shock-associated noise appears at a higher frequency than that of the turbulent mixing noise. The screech tone is observed between the mixing noise and the broadband shock noise. The mixing noise is generated in subsonic jet as well as supersonic jet, but other two noise components appear only in an imperfectly expanded supersonic jet which has a quasi-periodic shock cell structure in the jet plume.

The turbulent mixing noise of supersonic jet is produced by the fine-scale turbulence and the large-scale turbulence propagating downstream at supersonic Mach number relative to the ambient sound speed. The large-scale turbulent structures are capable of producing intense Mach wave radiation. Surprisingly, the existence of large-scale structures was not known until the early 1970s with works such as Crow & Champagne (1971), Brown & Roshko (1974), Winant & Browand (1974), and Browand & Weidman (1976). Depending on the references, researchers refer to the largest coherent scales within a jet flow as: large-scale
turbulent structures, large vortices, large eddies, coherent structures, etc.

For supersonic jets, the intensity as well as both the directional and spectral characteristics of the turbulent mixing noise strongly depend on the jet Mach number and the jet temperature (Fisher et al., 1973; Tanna, 1977a). The turbulent mixing noise increases as the jet Mach number increases. As the jet temperature is increased, the mixing noise also increases due to the increase in jet velocity with heating. Furthermore, Ffowcs Williams et al. (1975) and Krothapalli et al. (2000a) studied a particular turbulent mixing noise, referred to as crackle, which is generated due to the micro explosions of the cold ambient fluid entrained into the hot jet flow.

On the other hand, when a convergent nozzle is operated at supercritical pressure ratio (under-expanded), or when a convergent-divergent (C-D) nozzle is operated at off-design Mach number (over-expanded or under-expanded), a shock cell structure is formed in the jet flow. This causes the shock-associated noise, in addition to the basic turbulent mixing noise. Figure 1.2 shows the noise intensity of a supersonic jet from a convergent-divergent nozzle (Seiner & Yu, 1984). Since there is no shock-associated noise when a jet is correctly-expanded, the solid line and black circles represents the minimum noise level (consisting of only the turbulent mixing noise) of the jet at a given fully expanded jet Mach number. When the jet is imperfectly-expanded, the total jet noise consists of both the mixing and shock-associated noise components, as shown in Fig.1.2.

The shock-associated noise can be divided into two distinct components. The first component is broadband in nature, and is usually known as the broadband shock-associated noise. The broadband shock-associated noise is generated by the weak interaction between the downstream propagating large-scale turbulence structure of the jet flow and the quasi-periodic shock cell structure. The second component is discrete in nature, usually with several harmonics, and commonly referred to as the screech tone. The generation of screech tone is due to the acoustic feedback phenomenon, as shown in Fig.1.3.

The broadband shock-associated noise was first identified by Harper Bourne
& Fisher (1974). Since then, it has been studied experimentally by a number of researchers, such as Tanna (1977b), Tam & Tanna (1982), Norum & Seiner (1979, 1982a), and Seiner & Yu (1984). These researches have provided much detailed information on the acoustic characteristics of the broadband shock-associated noise. Harper Bourne & Fisher (1974) developed the theoretical model for the prediction of the characteristics of shock noise, by regarding each shock cell end as a compact source of acoustic radiation. They also showed that the intensity of the broadband shock-associated noise is proportional to the fourth power of the shock strength. Its noise spectrum is distinct from that of the turbulent mixing noise, as shown in Fig.1.1, and is characterized by a peak. The frequency of this peak varies with angle in the manner of a Doppler shift, and is proportional to the jet velocity and inversely proportional to the shock spacing.

The screech tone phenomenon was first described by Powell (1953a, b) as arising through an acoustic feedback mechanism. Figure 1.3 shows the generation mechanism of screech acoustic feedback loop: (1) A disturbance in the jet shear layer is convected downstream and is amplified in passing downstream. (2) The amplified large-scale turbulence structure interacts with the shock cell structure, scattering intense sound waves at that point. (3) These acoustic waves propagate through the ambient fluid in the upstream direction and interact with the jet shear layer close to the nozzle exit. (4) This interaction gives rise to a new downstream traveling disturbance that continues the cycle (receptivity processes).

Independently of the general noise components, the transonic tone can occur at low nozzle pressure ratios when a shock wave occurs within the divergent section of convergent-divergent nozzle without any abrupt area change. Such transonic tone through ‘whistler nozzles' has been studied by Hill & Greene (1977) and by Hussain & Hasan (1983). Resonance of similar flows discharging through a duct or ‘ejector’, involving choked and supersonic conditions, have been studied by Witczak (1977) and by Krothapalli & Hsia (1996). The resonance in many cases could be traced to a coupling between the duct acoustic modes and the instability of the shear layer originating from the sudden expansion.
1.1.2 Motivation

Transonic tone can occur at low nozzle pressure ratios when a shock wave occurs within the divergent section of convergent-divergent nozzle without any abrupt area change. In the present study, the transonic tone also observed in convergent-divergent nozzles designed by characteristic method with a smooth convergence to the throat and then a smooth divergence up to the exit without any abrupt area change when a shock exists within the diverging section of the nozzle. In this range of operating conditions the flow often locks on to a resonance accompanied by very loud tones.

The ‘transonic tone’ or ‘transonic resonance’ was named by Zaman et al. (Zaman & Dahl 2002) at the first. Prior to that, of course, acoustic tones which occur at intermediate range of pressures when a shock exists within the diverging section of a nozzle have been noted, for example, in convergent-divergent nozzles as ‘a precursor to screech’ (Seiner J. M. 1998) as well as in subsonic diffusers (Zaman & Dahl 1990). Especially, a self-excited flow oscillation was observed from a series of experiments with two-dimensional diffuser at transonic conditions (Chen, Sajben & Kroutil 1979; Sajben, Bogar & Kroutil 1980; Bogar, Sajben & Kroutil 1983; Hsieh & Coakley 1987).

A few experimental and numerical researches on the diffusion of the transonic tone have been carried out (Bogar, Sajben & Kroutil 1983; Loh & Zaman 2002). In particular, Zaman et al. investigated the characteristics of the transonic tone in various nozzle conditions, and provided correlation equations to predict the frequency from a collection of data for single round nozzles (Zaman, Dahl, Bencic & Loh 2002). Moreover, they showed that transonic tone takes place similarly to the (no-flow) longitudinal acoustic resonance of a conical section with one end closed and the other end open. However, it remains unclear under what process the transonic tone can occur in actual flow complicated by shock oscillation and shock wave/boundary layer interaction phenomenon.
1.2 Objectives of Research
The primary objectives of this thesis are to investigate the characteristics and generation mechanism of transonic tone at low nozzle pressure ratios when shock wave occurs within the supersonic nozzle. These objectives are accomplished by experimental works. Three major objectives of the present work are listed as follows:

- **Acoustic characteristics of transonic tone and effect of nozzle-lip thickness on transonic tone in axisymmetric nozzle** – It may be helpful to consider some important characteristics of transonic tone. One of them, for example, is which region the transonic tone source exist. The objective of this part is to understand the acoustic characteristics of transonic tone and its variation according to nozzle pressure ratio and to examine which region has the transonic tone source by comparing the nozzle-lip thickness effects on the transonic tone frequency and amplitude with screech tone’s one.

- **Transonic tone in 2-dimensional supersonic nozzle** – This objective is to investigate the relationship between the transonic tone and the first shock wave oscillation or wall static pressure fluctuation when the transonic tone occurs. There are some attempts to correlate the transonic tone and flow oscillation in 2-dimensional supersonic nozzle.

- **Effect of nozzle-lip length on transonic tone in 2-dimensional supersonic nozzle** – A new control technique of transonic tone is experimentally studied by changing the nozzle lip length. This objective is to examine the effect of nozzle-lip length on transonic tone as a supplement the validity of feedback mechanism of transonic tone. The variation of the first shock wave oscillation and wall static pressure fluctuation according to nozzle-lip length will also be discussed.

1.3 Overview of Thesis
The background and research progress of general supersonic jet noise and
transonic tone have been briefly explained in Chapter 1. The motivation and major objectives of the present thesis are also described in this chapter. Some brief reviews of transonic tone in supersonic jet are followed in Chapter 2. The fundamental acoustic characteristics of transonic tone and its control techniques are explained in this chapter. Chapter 2 will be helpful in getting the insight into the present situation of researches related to transonic tone, and understanding the needs for the present study.

Chapter 3 gives a full description of the facility and experimental apparatus used for the present work. This includes a description of high pressure air supply system, anechoic chamber, nozzle configuration, high-quality spark schlieren optical system and high speed video camera. The data acquisition devices such as a microphone and a pressure transducer are also described.

The results and discussion of the actual experimental works begin in Chapter 4. In this chapter, acoustic characteristics of transonic tone and the effect of nozzle-lip thickness on the transonic tone in axisymmetric convergent-divergent nozzle are discussed with comparing the acoustic characteristics of transonic tone to screech tone according to the nozzle-lip thickness variation.

Chapter 5 describes an experimental work to investigate characteristics and generation mechanism of the transonic tone in 2-dimensional supersonic nozzle. In particular, the frequency of the first shock wave oscillation and wall static pressure fluctuation are analyzed and tried to correlate to the transonic tone and a feedback mechanism for generation of transonic tone is proposed.

Chapter 6 describes an experimental work to investigate the effect of nozzle-lip length on transonic tone in 2-dimensional supersonic nozzle. Especially, with considering the large separation zone location from which the feedback loop development is expected, the effect of nozzle-lip length on the transonic tone, the first shock wave oscillation, wall static fluctuation and variation of the cross-correlations will be reported.

Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the important findings obtained from Chapter 4, 5 and 6. Some recommended directions for future research are also suggested.
Figure 1.1 Far-field narrow-band noise spectrum of an imperfectly-expanded supersonic jet measured by Seiner & Yu (1984). Microphone is located at 150° from the jet axis.
**Figure 1.2** Overall sound pressure levels of unheated jet from a convergent-divergent nozzle (C-D) with a design Mach number $M_d=1.5$ at 150° to the jet axis (Seiner & Yu, 1984): ○, imperfectly-expanded case; ●, perfectly-expanded case.
**Figure 1.3** Fundamental mechanism of screech tone feedback loop. This is the flow visualization picture for imperfectly-expanded jet ($M_j=1.51$) obtained from the present work.
Chapter 2

Survey of Previous Work

2.1 Introduction
The resonance phenomenon in nozzle flows has been studied in the past by many researchers not only because of academic interest, but also for its significance in many engineering applications ranging from mixing (Hill & Greene 1977) and jet noise control (Krothapalli & Hsia 1996) to buffeting in external flows (Mabey 1989) and rocket engine instability (Schwane, Wong & Torngren 2002). The occurrence of resonance can be self-excited or driven by external unsteady loads, or combination of these mechanisms. For instance, in the case of convergent-divergent nozzles without any abrupt area change, the nozzles are under a transonic flow condition at a pressure ratio much lower than the design value, and flow separation takes place just downstream of the shock wave. Consequently, self-exited resonance and tones are encountered with such a nozzle condition. These kind of phenomenon has been studied experimentally (Zaman, Dahl, Bencic & Loh 2002, Hunter 2004, Sajben & Kroutil 1980), as well as numerically (Hunter 2004, Loh & Zaman 2002). Zaman et al.(Zaman, Dahl, Bencic & Loh 2002) provide a complete overview of this activity.

2.2 Staging Phenomenon and Tone Generation Condition
According to Zaman(Zaman, Dahl, Bencic & Loh 2002), the resonant frequencies appears in multiple modes, with the fundamental order mode corresponding to a standing wave of a quarter-wavelength and higher order modes exist only in odd harmonics at a low nozzle pressure ratio. The Fig.2.1
shows the tone frequency $f$ as the increasing and stage-jumping resonance with increasing nozzle pressure ratio. The vertical lines demarcate flow regimes determined from one-dimensional nozzle flow analysis, based simply on the throat-to-exit area ratio. From the left, first (dashed line), the second (dotted line) and the third (chain-dashed line) represents respectively the choking condition, exit shock condition and design condition when the flow is perfectly expanded. It seems from the boundaries in Fig.2.1 that the resonance could take place when a shock existed within the divergent section or when the flow was in the early stage of overexpansion. However, it turned out that one-dimensional analysis grossly under-predicts the location of the 'dotted' boundary, and the resonance always involves a shock within the divergent section.

### 2.3 Prediction of Transonic Tone Frequency

Zaman et al. (Zaman, Dahl, Bencic & Loh 2002) also suggested the empirical equations for the prediction of transonic tone frequency. It comes out that the resonant frequency $f_N$ is strongly dependent on the divergent angle of the nozzle for $\theta$ smaller than 2 degree, as shown Fig.2.3. The curves in Fig.2.3 are least-squares-fits through the data for the round nozzle cases(open symbols). From the fitted curves the following equation is obtained, with $\theta$ expressed in degrees:

$$\frac{f_N}{ma_0} = C_1(\theta_h) + C_2(\theta_h)(M_j - 1), m = 1, 3, 5$$

where $C_1(\theta)=0.2980\theta^{-0.370}$, $C_2(\theta)=0.9520\theta^{1.029}$ for stage 1, and $C_1(\theta)=0.2210\theta^{-0.325}$, $C_2(\theta)=0.3630\theta^{-0.875}$ for stage 2. This equation was provided for the prediction the resonance frequency from a collection of data for axisymmetric nozzles. The throat-to-exit axial length ($l$) and the half angle of divergence ($\theta_h$) are used to characterize the overall geometry of the divergent section.
2.1 Reduction of Transonic Tone

Zaman et al. showed that the acoustic resonance phenomenon was suppressed significantly by a disruption of the azimuthal coherence of unsteadiness in the boundary layer upstream or downstream of the shock induced separation (Zaman, Dahl, Bencic & Loh 2002). It was found that the transonic tone sufficiently reduced with only installing some trip around the throat or installing some tabs in the boundary layer of the exit but the latter resulted in changing the flow state, directly. Sound pressure level spectra, with and without boundary layer trips are shown in Fig. 2.4. The trip was composed of 4.5 in. wide pieces of adhesive tape (approximately 0.003 in. thick) placed close to but sufficiently upstream of the throat so that there was no change in the minimum area. These were spaced equally around the periphery. It can be seen that, at the highest $M_j$, there is no effect on screech. This is expected because screech occurs due to a feedback loop external to the nozzle. However, the trip essentially eliminates the transonic tones in this case, at the lower values of $M_j$. 
Figure 2.1 Variation of frequency and amplitude of acoustic tones with $M_j$

(Zaman, Dahl, Bencic & Loh 2002)
Figure 2.2 Slope variation of $f_{d,l}/a_0$ versus $M_j$ for various nozzles, as a function of the half-angle of divergence($\theta$); $\triangle$-stage1, $\bigcirc$-stage2

(Zaman, Dahl, Bencic & Loh 2002)
**Figure 2.3** Tripped boundary-layer effect on resonance in sound pressure level; dotted line-tripped case, solid line-normal case

(Zaman, Dahl, Bencic & Loh 2002)
Chapter 3

Experimental Apparatus

This chapter describes the experimental apparatus used in order to investigate the flow and acoustic characteristics of supersonic jets, including an anechoic test room, high pressure air supply, a supersonic nozzle, a schlieren optical system and a microphone. While the supersonic jet is exhausting into the anechoic test room from the nozzle exit, the flow visualization, wall static pressure and acoustic measurements are accomplished.

3.1 Anechoic Test Room

The present experimental works are conducted in an anechoic test room that is schematically shown in Fig.3.1. The anechoic test room has a dimension of 5.3m×4.9m×4.9m and is covered with sound absorption material (glass-wool foam) of a 325mm thickness. The acoustical foam is designed to absorb 95% of the incident noise for frequencies over 500Hz. According to some preliminary acoustic tests, the present test room is anechoic for all frequency components above approximately 120Hz and has the background noise of about 10dB.

At the end of the test room, the jet flow enters the exit of the test room which is used to control the ambient pressure in the test room to atmospheric condition. The ambient pressure and temperature in the test room are measured at $p_a=101.3\text{kPa}$ and $T_a=293\text{K}$. All experimental devices have been set up to make simultaneous measurement and to control by personal computer installed externally.
3.2 High Pressure Air Supply
A piston-type air compressor is capable of supplying air at a maximum storage pressure of 3MPa. A high pressure storage tank provides a total capacity of 5m³. After leaving the high pressure storage tank, compressed dry air enter the plenum chamber, in which a honeycomb system reduces flow turbulence. A circular convergent-divergent nozzle and two-dimensional convergent-divergent nozzle are installed on the end of the straight pipe. For the circular nozzle, the end wall of the blowdown plenum chamber is connected with a circular straight pipe which has a length of 100mm and an inner diameter of 28mm, as shown in Fig.3.1. And the two-dimensional nozzle is connected with a rectangular straight pipe which has a length of 120mm, an inner height of 16.2mm and an inner width of 30mm. The pressure inside the plenum chamber is controlled by a pressure regulator valve which is located upstream of the plenum chamber.

The temperature in the plenum chamber is measured by using a thermocouple, and it maintains constant at room temperature (approximately 293K) during test. The pressure is measured by flush mounted pressure transducer (Toyoda PMS-5-200K) on the top wall of the plenum chamber. The pressure transducer is calibrated prior to each test. The uncertainty in pressure and temperature measurements is estimated to be less than ±2 per cent. These estimations are based on the maximum observed fluctuations in the measurements.

3.3 Convergent-Divergent (C-D) Nozzle
Figure 3.2 shows schematically two convergent-divergent nozzles used in the present study. The interior contour lines of these nozzles are manufactured based upon the method of characteristics (Puckett 1946, Foelsch, 1949) for a design Mach number of 2.0. For the circular convergent-divergent nozzle in Fig 3.2(a), has a throat diameter of 20mm, an exit diameter \(D\) of 26mm and a nozzle-lip thickness of 2mm at the exit of the nozzle, and has a straight section near the exit of the nozzle. For the two-dimensional convergent-divergent nozzle, the nozzle
has a throat height of 9.6mm, an exit height \((D)\) 16.2mm, and a width 30mm (see Fig. 3.2(b)). And the divergent angles of the nozzles are not constant but total angle in divergent part of circular and 2-dimensional nozzle are about 3.48° and 4.1°, respectively. In the present study, the nozzle pressure ratio \(NPR (=p_0/p_a)\) is defined as the ratio of the pressure \((p_0)\) inside the plenum chamber to atmospheric pressure \((p_a)\). For the present convergent-divergent nozzles with a design Mach number of 2.0, the correct expansion at the exit of the nozzle is obtained at \(NPR=7.8\).

In the present work, the fully expanded jet Mach number \((M_j)\) will be used to describe the jet expansion condition because the jet Mach number rather than the nozzle pressure ratio has a physical meaning to characterize the supersonic jet. The jet Mach number is related to the pressure ratio, and is given as follows,

\[
M_j = \sqrt{\frac{2}{\gamma - 1} \left( \frac{p_0}{p_a} \right)^{(\gamma-1)/\gamma} - 1}
\]  

(3.1)

where \(\gamma\) is the specific heat ratio of the gas \((\gamma=1.4)\).

### 3.4 Schlieren Optical System

A high quality spark schlieren optical system is employed to visualize the supersonic jet flow, as illustrated in Fig.3.3. The system includes a light source, a collecting lense, pinhole, two concave mirrors and a vertical knife edge. And two types of light sources have been used in the experimental work. The one is nano-spark with a light intensity 10kJ and a duration time of 20ns. And the other one is continuum light source for capturing the shock wave oscillations by high speed video camera. The high speed video camera [Photron FASTCAM SA5] recorded the shock wave movements as the frame rate of 10,000fps for about 1.6 seconds with photo quality of 256×512pixel. The concave mirror has a diameter of 150mm and a focal length of 1000mm.

As shown in Fig.3.4, the output signal from the pressure transducer installed on the plenum chamber is transmitted to a personal computer (PC) through DC
amplifier, oscilloscope and a signal controller, and triggers a nano-spark light source. The remotely triggered light source provides a single spark, and then the light is passed across the test section between two concave mirrors. The schlieren images are recorded on a Nikon D100 digital camera or high speed video camera. (When the high speed video camera captured the test section, no trigger signal needs to light source.) An open shutter camera obtains the instantaneous images enough to freeze turbulent structures in the supersonic jets.

### 3.5 Pressure Transducer and Microphone

Calibrated pressure transducers (Kulite XCS-190, XCQ-062) mounted on the nozzle wall at several locations were used to measure and characterize the pressure fluctuation inside the nozzle.

Far-field acoustic measurements are carried out using microphones (Ono Sokki MI-6420) with a diameter of 1/4 inch. It has a sound pressure sensitivity of -24dB±3dB (0dB=1V/Pa), and measures the maximum sound pressure level up to 140dB. The microphones are calibrated using a sound pressure calibrator (Ono Sokki Model). The uncertainty in acoustic measurements is estimated to be less than ±1dB.

The acoustic signals are analyzed by using a 4-channel FFT analyzer (Ono Sokki Model DS0221), as shown in Fig.3.4. A FFT analysis is performed to obtain the power spectra and sound pressure level, providing the spectral data in the range from 0 to 40 kHz. The power spectra are averages of 20 samples, each of which contains 4096 data points.
**Figure 3.1** Schematic diagram of experimental facility (unit: mm)
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Figure 3.2 Details of a convergent-divergent nozzle (unit: mm)
Figure 3.3 Spark schlieren optical system
Figure 3.4 Schematic diagram of experimental procedure
Chapter 4

Acoustic Characteristics of Transonic Tone and Effect of Nozzle-Lip Thickness on Transonic Tone in Axisymmetric Nozzle

This chapter discusses the effect of nozzle-lip thickness on the transonic tone in axisymmetric convergent-divergent nozzle and describes a comparison the acoustic characteristics of transonic tone with screech tone according to the nozzle-lip thickness variation. A baffle plate made of an annular metal plate was installed at the nozzle exit to change the nozzle-lip thickness and its diameter was varied. Far-field acoustic measurements are accomplished to obtain the noise spectra of the supersonic jets, which are issued from an axisymmetric supersonic nozzle with a design Mach number of 2.0. The acoustic characteristics of the supersonic jet, such as the transonic tone frequency and amplitude will also be discussed in this chapter using the acoustic measurement results.

4.1 Experimental Conditions

In order to investigate the nozzle-lip thickness effect on the transonic tone, far-field acoustic measurements were made by using a condenser microphone which has 1/4 inch of diameter. The sound pressure measuring locations are schematically shown in Fig. 4.1. Four condenser microphones were located at 12°
interval between 60° and 96° angles from the jet direction along a circular arc of radius 1300mm (r/D=50) away from the exit of the nozzle. The nozzle pressure ratio (NPR) was varied between 1.2 and 2.8, isentropic corresponding to the jet Mach numbers of \(M_j=0.52\) to 1.31. The nozzle pressure ratio applied in this study covers the supersonic jets ranging from choking condition to non-isentropic condition which means shock wave occurs within divergent section in the convergent-divergent nozzle.

An annular baffle plate was installed at the exit of the nozzle to change the nozzle-lip thickness. Details of a baffle plate are shown in Fig. 4.2 and Table 4.1. The width \(t_b\) of the baffle plate was varied in the range from 24mm to 76mm. As the simple nozzle has a thickness of 2mm between inner and outer wall at the nozzle exit plane as shown in Fig. 4.1(a), the nozzle lip-thickness \((t)\) is given as \(t=t_b+2\) mm. In the present study, the nozzle-lip thickness is described as \(t/D\) non-dimensionalized by the exit diameter of nozzle (\(D=26\) mm). Note that \(t/D=0.1\) indicates the basic case without a baffle plate at the nozzle exit.

### 4.2 Acoustic Characteristics of Transonic Tone

Fig. 4.3 shows a typical noise spectrum of a supersonic jet at low nozzle pressure ratios when a shock wave occurs within the divergent section of convergent-divergent nozzle where \(r/D=50\), \(\theta=96^\circ\) and \(NPR=1.8\). The spectrum is characterized by three noise components, the turbulent mixing noise, the transonic tones and its harmonics. At first, the detailed acoustic characteristics for the transonic tones will be explained in this chapter.

Fig. 4.4 shows the sound pressure spectra of the jet with \(NPR=1.2\) to 2.8 measured at point of \(\theta=96^\circ, 84^\circ, 72^\circ\) and \(60^\circ\) degrees. At \(NPR=1.6\) to 2.4, the peak value is observed at about 1kHz and 3kHz. These peak values show the transonic tones and stage1(shown in dotted blue line) and stage2(shown in dotted red line), respectively. It is not exact that the transonic tone exist at \(NPR=1.2\) or 1.4 but the case 1.6 of NPR, the transonic tone appear conspicuous and becoming
more and more apparent according to increase of NPR and then the stage 2 of the transonic tone level decreases more sharply than stage 1's level. After all, no transonic tone can found at more than 2.6 NPR. What's interesting here is that the stage 1 of transonic tone level gradually increased at NPR=1.6 to 2.2, and then fell rapidly at NPR=2.4 to 2.6. One more interesting fact is that the transonic tone frequency increased correspond to the increases of NPR. This characteristic is differ from screech tone which, as mentioned earlier, is arising through an acoustic feedback loop between nozzle exit and external shock cell structure. Fig. 4.5 obviously shows the transonic tone in distinction from the screech tone. The frequency data of screech tone had been measured as prior work at same condition with this work (Miyazato, Y. Kweon, Y. H. et al, 2004). In the Fig. 4.5, while the screech tone frequency decrease with NPR increasing, the transonic tone frequency is increased corresponding to NPR. And the result of transonic tone frequency is almost corresponding to the value of the empirical equation proposed by Zaman (Zaman, Dahl, Bencic & Loh 2002) as shown in Fig. 4.5.

The relationships between noise amplitude and Mach number is shown in Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7. The increase or decrease tendency of two noise amplitude with Mach number are similar but the transonic tone has more gradual variation of amplitude with Mach number.

### 4.3 Effect of nozzle-lip length on Transonic Tone

Fig. 4.8 shows the variation of transonic tone amplitude with nozzle-lip thickness. In Fig. 4.8, it is clearly found that there is little variation, as less than 2 dB, of transonic tone amplitude with the variation of nozzle-lip length. The variation of screech tone amplitude, On the other hand, up to 15dB in Fig. 4.9. This fact is also easily found in Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7. which shows the amplitude variation with Mach number. Overall, the transonic tone emitted at low nozzle pressure ratio relatively. And the transonic tone amplitude and amplitude variation is small compare to screech tone' one. Additionally, the frequency variations are plotted according to nozzle-lip length in Fig. 4.9. At stage 2 of transonic tone, the
frequencies are slightly varied but mostly uniform with nozzle-lip length changing.

Until now acoustic characteristics of transonic tone are discussed by examine the effect of nozzle-lip length on transonic tone with comparing screech tone. The tendency examined earlier, can be interpreted by discussing noise source location. For example, screech tone occur through feedback loop between nozzle exit and externally located shock cell structure. Therefore the effect of nozzle-lip length is much more than transonic tone which occur in divergent part of convergent-divergent nozzle. The fact that the transonic tone source exist at the inside of nozzle gives a good account for variation of transonic tone frequency according to NPR(or Mach number). That is, as Mach number increase, shock waves moves down stream and then, it is shorter and shorter the noise vibrating region between shock and nozzle exit. Actually, there is close connection between the characteristics of transonic tone and separation shock position in supersonic nozzle. Also it may be explained that the reason why the stage1 decreased rapidly between NPR2.4 and 2.6 in Fig. 4.4 is due to the small angle of half divergence which means expansion angle of divergent part of the nozzle geometry. If the half angle of divergence is sufficiently large, the shock wave moves gradually by NPR increase but the half angle is small, the shock wave moves to downstream rapidly by NPR increase, then, the transonic tone level fall rapidly. The convergent-divergent nozzle used for this chapter, has small of half divergence at nozzle exit.

4.4 Summary

This chapter described the acoustic characteristics and the effect of nozzle-lip length on transonic tone in axisymmetric supersonic nozzle. An annular baffle plate was installed at the nozzle exit to change the nozzle-lip thickness and its diameter was varied. Far-field acoustic measurements were made by using a
condenser microphone. Experiments were accomplished to obtain the noise spectrum of a supersonic jet at low nozzle pressure ratios when a shock wave occurs within the divergent section of convergent-divergent nozzle.

The results obtained clearly show that the transonic tone differently occurs from screech tone in nozzle systems as a source of internal noise. The frequency of transonic tone obtained by experimental work corresponds to Zaman's empirical formula approximately. Considering the results of acoustic characteristics and source location of transonic tone, it is worthy to investigate carefully into relationship between transonic tone and shock wave or flow fluctuation in divergent part of nozzle.
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Figure 4.1 Microphone locations
**Figure 4.2** Arrangement and picture of a baffle plate (unit : mm)

**Table 4.1** Detailed dimensions of baffle plates (unit : mm)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$t/D$</th>
<th>$D_0$</th>
<th>$D_i$</th>
<th>$t_b$</th>
<th>$t (=t_b+2)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>Simple nozzle (without a baffle plate)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>182</td>
<td></td>
<td>76</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 4.3 Typical far-field noise spectrum measured at $r/D=50$ and $\theta=96^\circ$ ($NPR= 1.8$)
Figure 4.4 (a) Far-field noise spectrum variation with NPR (r/D=50 and θ=96°)
Figure 4.4 (b) Far-field noise spectrum variation with NPR( \( r/D=50 \) and \( \theta=84^\circ \))
Figure 4.4 (c) Far-field noise spectrum variation with NPR ($r/D=50$ and $\theta=72^\circ$)
Figure 4.4 (d) Far-field noise spectrum variation with NPR (r/D=50 and θ=60°)
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Figure 4.5 Peak frequency distribution of transonic tone and screech tone

\[(r/D=50\text{ and }\theta=96°)\]
Figure 4.6 Relationship between transonic tone amplitude and $M_j$

$\left( r/D=50 \text{ and } \theta=96^\circ \right)$
Figure 4.7 Relationship between screech tone amplitude and $M_j$
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Figure 4.8 Variation of transonic tone amplitude with $t/D$

Figure 4.9 Variation of screech tone amplitude with $t/D$ for over-expanded and under-expanded jets (Miyazato, Y. Kweon, Y. H. et al, 2004)
Figure 4.10 Variation of transonic tone frequency with $t/D$
Chapter 5

Transonic tone in 2-Dimensional Supersonic Nozzle

In the previous chapter, the acoustic characteristics of the transonic tone and the effect of nozzle-lip thickness on transonic tone were discussed to understand the transonic tone occurs inside of supersonic nozzle. As previously mentioned, it is worthy to examine the relationship between transonic tone and flow fluctuation. This chapter focuses on the frequency of first shock wave oscillation and wall static pressure fluctuation by using 2-dimensional supersonic nozzle which make possible to visualize the shock wave and attempts to correlate the transonic tone with shock wave oscillation or wall static pressure fluctuation. To analyze the shock wave frequency, a high speed video camera was employed for schlieren optical system and all measurements had been set up to capture output data simultaneously.

5.1 Experimental Conditions

Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2 shows the 2-dimensional convergent-divergent nozzle made from brass as prefabricated type with a design Mach number of 2.0, which is installed in the end wall of plenum chamber. The nozzle has a throat height of 9.6mm, an exit height($H$) 16.2mm, and a width 30mm and the length of divergent section was 46mm($L$). For the present nozzle, the correct expansion state at the exit of the nozzle is obtained at $NPR=7.82$. Experiments are carried out for different nozzle pressure ratios from 1.2 to 3.0.

Acoustic measurements were made using a condenser microphone that has a
diameter of $1/4$ inch. The microphone was located at angles of $60^\circ$ from the jet direction, and a radial distance of $520\text{mm}(r/D=32)$ from the nozzle exit. The acoustic signals are analyzed by using a FFT analyzer. A FFT analysis provides the noise spectra, and providing the spectral data in the range from 0 to 40 kHz, with a frequency band width of 25 Hz.

A pressure transducer (Kulite XCS-190, XCQ-062) mounted on the nozzle pressure hole which stand at 6mm distance from nozzle exit. And sampling frequency was set-up as 50kHz at external computer.

The sidewalls of the supersonic nozzle have optical grasses to allow flow visualization by a schlieren optical system. To measure a frequency of the shock wave oscillations in the divergent section of the nozzle, visualization was performed by schlieren method with high-speed digital video camera (Photron FASTCAM SA5). The movie was recorded at 10,000fps for 1.6 second, and the frame has 256x512 pixels.

### 5.2 Acoustic Characteristics

Fig. 5.3 shows the noise spectra of two-dimensional supersonic nozzle flow with NPR 1.2 to 3.0 where the shock wave occurs in convergent part of the nozzle. The transonic tones have several dominant peaks with the fundamental frequency and its odd harmonics. For instance, the acoustic resonance for $NPR=1.6$ have the fundamental frequency at about 0.8 kHz(stage1) and the odd harmonics is at about 2.4 kHz(stage2). As previously mentioned, the frequency of the transonic tone increases with increasing $NPR$ and the tone frequency is clearly observed at NPR 1.6 to 2.1. The present results are similar to the characteristics of general transonic tones of the axisymmetric nozzle. Fig. 5.4 shows the transonic tone frequency variation with NPR. In Fig. 5.4, Zaman’s empirical formula($\theta=4.1^\circ$) (Zaman, Dahl, Bencic & Loh 2002) estimates higher than experimental results but the stage 2 is agreeable to Zaman’s equation($\theta=6^\circ$) which the angle is recalculated by considering the shock position. Overall, there
are some gaps, at stage 1, between experimental results and calculated value of Zaman’s empirical formula which based on the data for single round nozzles but the tendency is obviously agreeable.

5.3 Flow Visualization

Schlieren photos of supersonic jets with a shock wave within the nozzle are shown in Fig. 5.5. In Fig. 5.5, each pair of photos respectively show the shock wave location when the first shock wave locates at minimum and maximum distance from nozzle exit. Under this experimental condition of NPR 1.4 to 3.0, the shock wave becomes \( \lambda \)-type pseudo-shock wave due to the boundary layer on the nozzle wall and oscillates in flow direction. It is found that the distance between the first shock wave and second shock wave is different with each other at some pair because the shock wave vibrates while expanding and contracting like a spring. The separation is asymmetric wherein one lambda foot is larger than the other, and large eddies are occurred in the shear layer of the large separation zone. Papamoschou et al. suggested that the instability mechanism in the nozzle flow separation is due to an interaction between the expansion fan reflected from the smaller lambda foot with the shear layer of the larger separation zone (Papamoschou & Johnson 2006). It can be expected that this interaction is related to the transonic tone feedback mechanism.

5.4 Shock wave oscillation

The movement of the first shock wave that obtained from the movies are shown in Fig. 5.6. And Fig. 5.6 (b) shows the movements of the first shock wave for \( NPR = 2.6 \) which is the condition for no emission of transonic tone. Abscissa represents the distance from the nozzle exit in millimeter and ordinate represents the recording time. When \( NPR \) reaches 1.8, as shown in Fig. 5.6 (a), the amplitude of the first shock wave oscillations is almost doubled compared with that of \( NPR 2.6 \). This means the flow field downstream of the first shock wave is excited when the transonic tone occurs, and the oscillations of the shock wave
becomes large.

Fig. 5.7 shows power spectral density (PSD) of the first shock wave oscillation. Overall, predominant frequencies at 1kHz and 2.5kHz are clearly shown even when transonic tone frequency is not conspicuous except for NPR2.8 and 3.0 but the PSD values are relatively larger when the transonic tone occur. The peak frequency of PSD is corresponding to the transonic tone frequency. It is reasonable to suppose that the transonic tone links to the first shock wave oscillation.

### 5.5 Wall Static Pressure Fluctuation

Fig. 5.8 shows PSD of the wall static pressure fluctuation at 6mm upstream from the nozzle exit for NPR1.2 to 3.0. For 10 times averaged FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) analyzing, sampling frequency of wall static pressure was set at 50kHz. At NPR1.2 which case has no shock wave occur in the nozzle, predominant frequency is not found. For the PSD of wall static pressure oscillations, two dominant peaks are observed at about 0.8~1 kHz and 2.5~3 kHz in almost case when the transonic tone occur in the nozzle but dominant peaks gradually disappeared with increase of NPR. These dominant peaks are occurred at nearly the same with frequency of the first shock wave oscillation and, of course, the transonic tone (stage1 and stage2). In particular, the case of NPR 1.8~2.1 that has stronger transonic tone in stage1, both frequency of shock wave and wall static pressure fluctuation also have been increased. In Fig. 5.9, transonic tone and each frequency of analyzed results are totally plotted with NPR and $x_e$. $x_e$ define as the distance between shock wave and the nozzle exit. In Fig. 5.9, we can recognize obviously that the frequencies of shock wave and wall static pressure oscillation correspond to transonic tone frequency and at some condition, the intensity of flow oscillation becomes strong with the transonic tone amplitude increase. These results which show that each predominant frequency and its intensity are respectively corresponding to transonic tone frequency and amplitude suggest that the transonic tone has close correlation in frequency of
shock wave or wall static pressure oscillation.

5.6 Cross-correlation

To investigate the correlation between the transonic tone and the first shock wave oscillation or wall static pressure fluctuation, the cross-correlation coefficient ($R$) was evaluated and the cross-correlation coefficient ($R$) presented as

$$R = \frac{s_{xy}}{s_x s_y},$$

where

$$s_{xy} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \bar{x})(y_i - \bar{y}),$$

$$s_x^2 = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \bar{x})^2,$$

$$s_y^2 = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i - \bar{y})^2,$$

and $\bar{x}, \bar{y}$ mean average of samples. Fig. 5.10 shows cross-correlations with time shift at typical NPR. The solid arrow marked in these charts mean a peak value of the cross-correlation corresponding to positive delay. Overall, the peak of the cross-correlation is larger or smaller at the case of NPR1.7 or 2.0 which has transonic tone occurrence and decaying-sinusoidal distributions of the cross-correlation are found at NPR 1.7 and 2.8. Positive delay time means an order of sequences between two of compared data and the plus and minus value of cross correlation mean that two of data has a proportional and inverse relationship, respectively. For example, the cross-correlation value marked as solid arrows in Fig. 5.10 (a) indicate that there are reverse relationships between shock wave oscillations and wall static pressure fluctuations. Precisely, that means wall static
pressure increase or decrease after some positive delay time from shock wave moves downstream or upstream, respectively. On the other hand, at negative delay time peak, the charts indicate that the shock wave respectively moves upstream or downstream after increase or decrease of wall static pressure. In this case, however, there is no validity physically because the shock wave should be moved downstream or upstream after increase or decrease of wall static pressure. But it seems that there can be feedback loop between shock wave oscillation and wall static pressure fluctuation when the transonic tone is emitted from the nozzle. (T. Handa et al., 2002) At Fig. 5.11 to Fig. 5.13, each peak value of cross-correlation was plotted totally and the shading part indicates occurrence conditions of the transonic tone. At shaded part where means the transonic tone occurring, most of the cross-correlation coefficients are noticeable than the other experimental case of NPR. Overall, the cross correlation values $R$ at Fig. 5.12 and Fig. 5.13 is smaller than the values of Fig. 5.11. It can be explained that the reason why the low value of correlation is due to the sound pressure which includes not only transonic tone but also the other components of jet noise. However, it is obvious that there is closer correlation between transonic tone and flow oscillation or shock wave and wall static fluctuation when the transonic tone occur in the nozzle.

Table 5.1 shows that delay time of each oscillation data at maximum correlation and using this delay time, also velocities is represented. The subscript ‘s’, ‘p’ and ‘m’ indicate first shock oscillation, wall static pressure oscillation and sound pressure, respectively. Particularly, it is interesting that the delay time from shock oscillation to sound pressure($T_{s-m}$) equal to the delay-time sum of the shock-wall pressure oscillation($T_{s-p}$) and wall pressure oscillation-sound pressure($T_{p-m}$) when the transonic tone occur($1.6$-$2.1$NPR). And the velocities ‘$V_{p-m}$’ in Table 5.1, is come out to equal to almost sound speed. And it seems that the ‘$V_{s-p}$’ is the velocity of downstream-convected disturbance in large separation zone. But it calls for further investigation to find the upstream-propagating disturbance between the shock wave and wall static pressure.
5.7 Summary

In this chapter, to understand the characteristics and generation mechanism of the transonic tone, the correlation between the transonic tone and flow oscillation were investigated from a shock-containing flow in divergent part of 2-dimensional supersonic nozzle. To measure the frequencies of the first shock wave oscillations, a high-speed video camera was employed for Schlieren system. And for each experimental run, all measurements were sampled simultaneously at sampling rate 10kHz for high speed video camera and 50kHz for pressure transducers or microphone.

In the 2-dimensional nozzle, the present acoustic results are similar to the characteristics of general transonic tones of the axisymmetric nozzle. When the transonic tone occurs, the amplitude of the shock wave oscillations is double compared with that when the tone has not been generated. The results of each PSD shows that when the transonic tone is diffusing from the nozzles, the dominant frequencies of the shock wave oscillation and wall static pressure fluctuation correspond to transonic tone frequency. Moreover, amplitude of each dominant frequency of shock wave and wall static pressure also corresponds to transonic tone amplitude mostly. There are close correlations between shock oscillation, wall static pressure oscillation and transonic tone peak frequency when the transonic tone occurs.
Figure 5.1 Schematic diagram of 2-dimensional convergent-divergent nozzle

Figure 5.2 A photo of the 2-dimensional convergent-divergent nozzle
Figure 5.3 Sound pressure level spectrum (2-D nozzle, $\theta=60^\circ$)
Figure 5.3 Continued
Figure 5.4 Transonic tone frequency variation with NPR
Figure 5.5 Schlieren images showing limit position of shock waves
Figure 5.5 Continued
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Figure 5.6 Oscillations of the first shock wave

(a) NPR=1.8

(b) NPR=2.6
Figure 5.7 Power spectral density of the first shock wave oscillations
Figure 5.7 Continued
Figure 5.8 Power spectral density of wall static pressure fluctuation
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Figure 5.8 Continued
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Figure 5.9 Frequency comparison between transonic tone and first shock wave oscillation and wall static pressure fluctuation
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Figure 5.10 Cross-correlations at typical NPR

(a) Cross correlations (Shock wave vs wall static pressure)

(b) Cross correlations (Wall static pressure vs sound pressure)

(c) Cross correlations (Shock wave vs sound pressure)
Figure 5.11 Plots of peak cross correlation coefficients
(Shock wave vs wall static pressure)
Figure 5.12 Plots of peak cross correlation coefficients
(Wall static pressure vs sound pressure)

Figure 5.13 Plots of peak cross correlation coefficients
(Shock wave vs sound pressure)
### Table 5.1 Delay time and velocity at peak cross correlation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NPR</th>
<th>$T_{s-p}$(ms)</th>
<th>$T_{p-m}$(ms)</th>
<th>$T_{v-m}$(ms)</th>
<th>$V_{s-p}$(m/s)</th>
<th>$V_{p-m}$(m/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>63.3</td>
<td>304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>60.4</td>
<td>304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>71.1</td>
<td>304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>68.9</td>
<td>304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>69.4</td>
<td>304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 6

Effect of nozzle-Lip Length on Shock-Induced Separated Flow and Transonic Tone in 2-Dimensional Supersonic Nozzle

In the previous chapter, the acoustic characteristics of the transonic tone in 2-demnsional supersonic nozzle were investigated and the correlation between and the transonic tone and the first shock wave oscillation or wall static pressure fluctuation were discussed. In this chapter, the effect of nozzle-lip length on transonic tone in 2-demensional supersonic nozzle will be discussed. Especially, with considering the large separation location from which is expected the feedback loop developed, the effect of nozzle-lip length on the transonic tone, the first shock wave oscillation, wall static fluctuation and variation of the cross-correlations will be reported. Also, in this chapter, to analyze the shock wave frequency, a high speed video camera was employed for schlieren optical system and all measurements had been set up to capture output data simultaneously.

6.1 Experimental Conditions

Basically, all experimental system was configured same with the one explained at chapter 5 but some attachable metal cuboid tips were used for changing the nozzle-lip length. The cuboid tips has 3mm of length and 30mm of width as same width of the nozzle used and in this experimental work, the two cases of nozzle-
lip length were mainly considered as 6mm and 12mm.

Not only nozzle-lip length but the location of the large separation zone in the nozzle was also considered for experimental condition because there is another focus, actually, in this experimental work such as controlling the cross-correlation, which discussed previously, in the large separation zone. Because the 2-dimensional supersonic nozzle were used, two more experimental case could be added: the case that the large separation zone is held upwards of the 2-dimentional nozzle(or the case of the jet plume extends downwards) and the other case that the large separation zone locates at bottom side of the nozzle(or the case of the jet plume extends upwards).

Acoustic measurements were made using a condenser microphone that has a diameter of 1/4 inch. The microphone was located over the nozzle at angles of 72° from the jet direction, and a radial distance of 520mm(r/D=32) from the nozzle exit.

In this experimental work, two of pressure transducers (Kulite XCS-190, XCQ-062) mounted on the nozzle pressure hole which stand at 6mm and 18mm distance from nozzle exit. And sampling frequency was set-up as 50kHz at external computer.

To measure a frequency of the shock wave oscillations in the divergent section of the nozzle, visualization was performed by schlieren method with high-speed digital video camera (Photron FASTCAM SA5). The movie was recorded at 10,000fps for 1.7 second, and the frame has 256x512 pixels.

In this experimental work, the NPR had been changed from 1.4 to 2.2 at an interval of 0.2, relatively narrow scope of NPR than previous work because of studying the nozzle-lip length effect, only when the transonic tone occurs from the nozzle.

### 6.2 Effects on The Transonic Tone Reduction

Fig. 6.1.1 shows the noise spectra form the two-dimensional supersonic nozzle
with comparing the two of flow direction. 'N', 'U', 'D' and 'UD' indicate, respectively, no-attached nozzle-lip (or normal nozzle condition), 'upper-side', 'Down-side', and 'both sides' and 6, 12 mean the extended nozzle-lip length in millimeter[mm]. At Fig. 6.1.1, the stage1 and stage2 of transonic tone are shown and there are some gaps of sound pressure level between two jet direction of flow but it is not so large amounts compared with the results of the attached cases which shown in next Figure. In Fig. 6.1.2 to 6.1.4 show the comparisons of transonic tone reduction according to the flow directions and nozzle-lip type. Overall, each amount of reduction is clearly shown with increase of nozzle-lip length and NPR until 2.0. In particularly, the transonic tone reduction is more distinct at stage 1 than stage2 and it is also found that an apparent tendency toward the tone reduction is shown at 'U-D' or 'D-U' case which indicates that the flow is extending to opposite side of attached nozzle-lip. In Fig. 6.2.1 and 6.2.2, the amount of the tone reduction is plotted by bar-type-plot at typical NPR. In this chart, it is obvious that the asymmetric extension of nozzle-lip is effective at stage1 even 'UD' case which is extended either side of nozzle-lip, but the reductions are smaller than 'U-D' or 'D-U' case. And one more the interesting trend is mostly found that the amounts of the tone reduction in 'U-D' and 'D-U' case of stage1 are approximated to 'UD-D' and 'UD-U', respectively. This means that the nozzle-lip-extension is valid when the large separation zone locates at same side of nozzle-lip attached only, even 'UD' case. In consideration of the feedback loop mechanism in large separation zone, it seems that the extended nozzle-lip affects the feedback loop mechanism or disturbs the periodic flow perturbations.

6.3 Flow Visualization

Schlieren photos of supersonic jets with a shock wave within the nozzle are shown in Fig. 6.3. In the same manner at described previous chapter, each pair of photos respectively show the shock wave location when the first shock wave locates at minimum and maximum distance from nozzle exit. Under this
experimental condition of NPR 1.4 to 2.2, the flow features are basically same, for example, λ-type pseudo-shock wave generation, the shock oscillating in a piston-like manner and the development of large separation zone, with the Figures shown in chapter 5. The jet plume direction(or the location of large separation zone) had been randomly controlled through a numerous experimental attempt.

6.4 Effects on The First Shock Wave

The traces of the first shock wave movements sampled for 80ms and the of histogram of shock displacement which define as \( X_{s(i+1)}-X_{s(i)} \) are plotted concerning a NPR of 1.8 in Fig. 6.4. The \( X_s \) means the first shock position from nozzle exit and \( i \) indicates a sampling step number of captured photo. Through the histogram, it can be found how much the shock wave movements activated. For instance, if the histogram of shock wave has sharp distribution which has high value around '0' of x-value, the shock wave movements is not active than the one that has flat distribution of histogram. In the Fig. 6.4, it is found that the amplitude of the first shock is lager at 'U-U' or 'D-D' case than the other cases, on the other hand, 'U-D' or 'D-U' case has noticeable amplitude decrease of shock wave oscillation. These trends also appears very similar to tone reduction at stage 1 in the Fig. 6.2.1 to 6.2.2. At the case of 'UD', there is no remarkable distinction according to flow direction but the amplitude of the first shock oscillation decreases gradually with increasing of the nozzle-lip length.

In addition to the consideration about the activity of the first shock movement, now, the trends of the position of the first shock wave and maximum displacement according to the flow condition, such as NPR, large separation location and nozzle-lip length will be discussed. Overall plotted charts with regard to the variation of the first shock wave positions which the shock wave stayed most frequently and maximum displacements are shown in Fig. 6.5. In the Fig. 6.5, of course, it is shown at the most case that the first shock wave moves to downstream in accordance with NPR increase but the position of the first shock
wave is alternatively changing with flow direction even at the same NPR. It is not clear where the differences result from, basically it seems that results from geometrical asymmetry, but the possibility of the transonic tone linked flow oscillation may not be excluded because at normal case, the difference of shock wave position is just found at 'NPR1.6U' and 'NPR1.8U' when the transonic tone emits intensively and the other cases that the differences of the first shock wave position are noticeable have remarkable tone level changes. In Fig. 6.6, the first shock wave positions were plotted totally. Interestingly, it is founded the shock position of 'U-U' and 'D-D' are similar to 'Normal' case, whereas the case of 'U-D' and 'D-U' are similar to 'UD' case. That is to say, only about the nozzle-lip which locates at same side of large separation zone is meaningful to the first shock position not only to the transonic tone reduction or shock wave activity. Overall, the first shock wave of 'UD' case locates at downstream according to the nozzle-lip length and the shock position of the other cases of 'U-U', 'D-D', 'U-D' and 'D-U' alternatively changed between the 'Normal' case and 'UD' case, mostly. At Fig. 6.7, the shock wave displacement also have similar tendencies mentioned above.

The PSD distributions of the first shock wave are shown in Fig. 6.8. It is clearly found that there are two corresponding peak frequencies to the transonic tone and the frequencies of the first shock wave distinctly decrease when the transonic tone decreases such as the case of 'D-U' or 'U-D' case and it can be said that the shock wave oscillation is directly linked to the transonic tone. Furthermore, the amount of PSD reduction is proportional to the transonic tone reduction at the most case. The PSD distribution also has the tendency that the PSD distributions of 'U-D' and 'D-U' cases are very similar to the one of 'UD' case. And the PSD of shock wave were reduced at particular frequencies which correspond to the transonic tone frequency of stage1 and stage2. What's interesting is that the PSD frequencies about 1kHz are reduced in the case of 'U-D' or 'D-U' comparing with the case of 'U-U' or 'D-D' case, respectively and also, the PSD frequencies about 1kHz are reduced in 'UD' case.
comparing with 'Normal' case according to nozzle-lip length. (see PSD distribution of 6mmD1.6U, 6mmU1.6D, 1.8D, 2.0D, 12mmD1.6D, 12mmU1.6D, and 2.0D in Fig. 6.8 and 'UD' case of Fig 6.8.(c) and (d)). It seems that the attached nozzle-lip length affects the peak frequency of the first shock wave oscillation through the large separation zone, that is to say, it is possible that the peak frequency of the first shock wave oscillation decrease because the period of feedback loop become longer due to the attached nozzle-lip length.

6.5 Effects on Wall Static Pressure Fluctuation

Fig. 6.9 shows comparisons of wall static pressure PSD measured at 12mm and 6mm distance of nozzle exit. The red line indicates the upstream wall static pressure(P1) and the blue line means downstream wall static pressure(P2). In Fig. 6.9, there are two of peak frequencies. And each peak frequency is corresponds to tone frequency of stage1 and the other one is corresponds to stage2 of the transonic tone. And also, the PSD of the peak frequency around 1kHz measured at upstream wall static pressure(P1) is larger than the other one measured at downstream(P2), and it can be said that the frequency corresponding to the tone's stage1 is predominant at upstream wall static pressure. On the other hand, at downstream of measurement has captured more densely of stage 2 frequency at NPR1.8 and NPR2.0. These facts imply that there is a possibility that the transonic tone generated by shock wave oscillation as stag1 of tone mode and the resonance of the tone generate in the large separation zone by feedback loop. In Fig. 6.10, the PSDs of wall static pressure measured at 6mm from the nozzle exit are shown, totally. Overall, the peak frequencies corresponding stage1 of the transonic tone decreased notable at 'U-D' or 'D-U' case as the transonic tone decrease. And also, the similar trend is shown that the PSD distributions at the case of 'U-D' and 'D-U' are similar to 'UD-D' or 'UD-U'.
6.6 Effects on Cross-correlations

To investigate the effect of the nozzle-lip length on correlation between the transonic tone and the first shock wave oscillation or wall static pressure fluctuation, the cross-correlation coefficient ($R$) was evaluated at typical case of experimental work at NPR1.8 as same manner shown in previous chapter. Fig. 6.11.(a) to 6.11.(b) shows the cross-correlation coefficient between the first shock oscillation, two of wall static pressure fluctuation in 2-dimensional supersonic nozzle. At 'Shock vs P1' charts in Fig. 6.11., the peak cross-correlation coefficient is large in all cases at positive time delay than negative delay time, even the case of transonic tone reduced because the pressure measurement point is close to the shock wave location and this means the first shock wave oscillation affects the wall static pressure fluctuations, dominantly. However, at the 'D-U' and 'U-D' case which is the case of the transonic tone reduced, the peak value of $R$ is peculiarly decreased. The peak value of $R$ is gradually decrease with nozzle-lip length changing (see 'Normal' and 'UD' case of 'Shock vs P1' charts). And the positive delay time means the wall static pressure fluctuates 'after' some delay time for the first shock wave movement. And the distributions of $R$ at the case of 'UD-D' and 'UD-U' are very similar to the case of 'U-D' and 'D-U' at all cases. At 'Shock vs P2' charts in the Fig. 6.11., the value of $R$ is significantly large comparing with 'Shock vs P1' charts. This fact also sustains the feedback loop mechanism between the shock wave and nozzle exit in large separation zone. And the value of $R$ is changing periodic and this period is changed by changing the nozzle-lip length, for example, at the case of '6mmD1.8U' has long period of $R$ comparing to '6mmD1.8D' and also this trend is shown in most cases. It is reasonable to suppose that the attached nozzle-lip length change the feedback loop period in large separation zone. At 'P1 vs P2' charts of Fig. 6.11., the flow oscillation can be understand easily at one view. As the measuring points of P1 and P2 are installed in upper nozzle wall, at the case of '6mmU1.8U', for example, the pressure measurements must be sampling the periodically changing pressure of the flow involved several pseudo shock waves oscillating like a piston. In this
case, the distribution of $R$ is very similar between '6mm' and '12mm' case. From 'Normal1.8U', 6mmU1.8D(or12mmU1.8D) and 6mmD1.8U(or12mmD1.8U) of 'P1 vs P2' charts, it is found that the flow fluctuation are greatly influenced by nozzle-lip length. When the nozzle-lip is extended at the side of flow direction, the correlation between P1 and P2 become large of sinusoidal distribution. However, the nozzle-lip which extended at the side of the large separation zone, is more influential to 'P1 vs P2' correlation(see 'UD' case). It means there is a possibility that the piston-like oscillating shock waves are influenced dominantly by feedback loop of large separation zone. Overall, the peak value of $R$ at the negative delay time, become small when the transonic tone decrease. It means the 'return loop' which indicates the perturbations propagate from the nozzle exit to upstream of flow wane due to extended nozzle-lip.

### 6.7 Summary

In this chapter, to understand the effect of nozzle-lip length on transonic tone, the correlation between the transonic tone and flow oscillation were investigated from a shock-containing flows in divergent part of 2-dimension supersonic nozzle. To measure the frequencies of the first shock wave oscillations, a high-speed video camera was employed for Schlieren system. And the range of NPR considered only 1.4~2.0 where the transonic tone occur.

In the 2-dimensional nozzle, attaching the nozzle-lip at same side of the large separation zone or the opposite side of the jet plume extending, was effective to reduce the stage 1 of transonic tone level about 5~10 dB. In these cases, the peak PSD of the first shock wave oscillation, wall static pressure fluctuation, according to tone frequencies, and the peak value of cross-correlations also decreased. The nozzle-lip which is extended at the opposite side of the large separation zone influence to the shock wave oscillation to excite. However, even 'UD' case which attached both of nozzle-lip, the nozzle-lip extended from a large separation zone, is meaningful to reduce the transonic tone. The nozzle-lip length affects the
transonic tone, the first shock wave movement and oscillation and the wall static pressure fluctuation. It seems that the changing of the nozzle-lip length directly affects to the first shock wave and feedback between shock wave and nozzle exit the large separation zone.
Figure 6.1.1 Comparisons of sound pressure level with flow direction
(Normal nozzle)
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Figure 6.1.2 Comparisons of transonic tone reduction

(Case of the upper-side nozzle-lip extension)
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Figure 6.1.2 Continued
Figure 6.1.3 Comparisons of transonic tone reduction

(Case of the bottom-side nozzle-lip extension)
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Figure 6.1.3 Continued
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Figure 6.1.4 Comparisons of transonic tone reduction

( Case of the top and bottom-sides extension)
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Fig.6.1.4 Continued
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Figure 6.2.1 Bar-plots of transonic tone reductions at typical NPR
(6mm-nozzle-lip attached)
Figure 6.2.2 Bar-plots of transonic tone reductions at typical NPR
(12mm-nozzle-lip attached)
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Figure 6.3 Schlieren images showing limit position of shock wave
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Figure 6.3 Continue
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Figure 6.3 Continue
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Figure 6.4 Traces and displacement histogram of the first shock wave

(a) 6mmU and 6mmD (NPR=1.8)
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Figure 6.4 Continued

(b) 12mmU and 12mmD (NPR=1.8)
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Figure 6.4 Continued

(c) Normal, 6mmUD and 12mmUD case (NPR=1.8)
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Figure 6.5 The variation of the first shock wave position from the nozzle exit
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(b) 6mmU, 6mmD, 12mmU and 12mmD case

Figure 6.5 Continued
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Figure 6.6 Long-stay position variations of the first shock wave
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(c) overall plot
(dotted line:6mm-lip attached, solid line:12mm-lip attached)

Figure 6.6 Continued
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Figure 6.7 Maximum displacement of the first shock wave
(a) for NPR=1.6, 1.8 and 2.0, 6mm nozzle-lip attached case

**Figure 6.8** PSD distribution of the first shock wave oscillation
(b) for NPR=1.6, 1.8 and 2.0, 12mm nozzle-lip attached case

**Figure 6.8 Continued**
(c) for NPR=1.6, 1.8 and 2.0

Figure 6.8 Continued
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(d) for NPR=1.6, 1.8 and 2.0

Figure 6.8 Continued
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Figure 6.9 PSD comparison between wall static pressures
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Figure 6.9 Continued
Figure 6.10 PSD distribution of wall static pressure (6mm from nozzle exit)
Figure 6.10 Continued (6mm from nozzle exit)
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Figure 6.10 Continued (6mm from nozzle exit)
(a) Normal and 6mm-nozzle-lip attached case for NPR=1.8

**Figure 6.11.** Distributions of cross-correlation at typical case
(b) Normal and 12mm-nozzle-lip attached case for NPR=1.8

Figure 6.11. Continued
Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.1 Conclusions
The main objectives of the present thesis is to understanding on characteristics of the transonic tone and investigate generation mechanism of transonic tone in convergent-divergent nozzle. At first, to understand the acoustic characteristics and the source of transonic tone, the effects of baffle plate on the tone had been examined by comparing with the screech tone in an axisymmetric convergent-divergent nozzle. And then, to fined the transonic tone generation mechanism, the relationships between the transonic tone and first shock wave oscillations or wall static pressure fluctuations had been investigated in 2-dimensional supersonic nozzle. As the transonic tone reduction method, the effect of the nozzle-lip length on the transonic tone had been carried out. To analyze the frequencies of the first shock oscillation, a high speed video camera had been used and for analyzing the relationships between the tone and flow oscillation, simultaneous measurements had been employed. The important results obtained from the present study are summarized as follows.

Acoustic Characteristics of Transonic Tone and effect of nozzle-lip thickness on Transonic Tone in Axisymmetric Nozzle
- The transonic tone occurred at the condition of non-isentropic shock-containing flow in one or two stages. And the stage1 and stage two corresponded to one-quarter and three-quarter wave. With increasing of NPR, the transonic tone frequencies were increased contrasting with the screech tone.
And distinctly with the screech tone, the transonic tone had changed little in the tone amplitude or frequency for variation of the nozzle-lip thickness. The fact results from the source location of the tone generation: the transonic tone had internal noise source.

**Transonic tone in 2-Dimensional Supersonic Nozzle**

- The generation of transonic resonance is closely related to the shock wave oscillations and wall static pressure fluctuations in the nozzle. In the 2-dimensional nozzle, the present results were similar to the acoustic characteristics of general transonic tones of the axisymmetric nozzle. When the transonic tone occurs, the amplitude of the first shock wave oscillation becomes large. The dominant peaks of the first shock oscillations and wall static pressure fluctuations were occurred at nearly the same frequency of transonic tone (Mode A and Mode B). And there are considerable correlations between the tone and the first shock wave oscillation or wall static pressure fluctuation. And it is expected that a feedback loop is generated between the shock wave and nozzle exit when the transonic tone occur.

**Effect of nozzle-lip length on transonic tone in 2-dimensional supersonic nozzle**

- When the nozzle-lip extended at the side of the large separation zone located, the transonic tone was reduced at stage 1 about 5~10dB. It was more effective to reduce the transonic tone by attaching 12mm-nozzle-lip than 6mm. And the nozzle-lip which is extended at the opposite side of the large separation zone influenced to the shock wave oscillation to excite. Especially, the peak frequency of the shock wave is corresponding to the tone frequency of stage1. And even 'UD' case which attached both of nozzle-lip, the nozzle-lip extended from a large separation zone, is meaningful to reduce the transonic tone. The extended nozzle-lip affects the
transonic tone, the first shock wave movement and oscillation and the wall static pressure fluctuation. It seems that the changing of the nozzle-lip length directly affects to the first shock wave and feedback loop mechanism which is expected to develop in the large separation zone.

7.2 Future Work
The present thesis has reported several interesting conclusions concerning the transonic tone and its generation mechanism. Especially, It is expected that there is a feedback loop in the large separation zone between the shock wave and the nozzle exit but it is not clear yet because it is not found the upstream-propagating disturbance between the shock wave and pressure fluctuation in the flow. And it is also bounded to find the detail of the flow instability mechanism because the shock wave and wall static pressure fluctuation changed along with the transonic tone reduction or emission and it is difficult to control only one or more condition.

- It seems that to understand the flow instability mechanism or the shock wave unsteadiness phenomenon is an overriding concern to investigate the tone generation mechanism. In that sense, Papamoschou's result counts. (Papamoschou & Johnson 2006): according to Papamoschou, the instability mechanism is due to and interaction between the expansion fan reflected from the smaller lambda foot with the shear layer of the larger separation zone. However, even this result is not detail about 'the interaction'. And There are other possibilities of the shock unsteadiness: the downstream-propagating instability wave, upon interaction with the discontinuity at the nozzle exit, produces a feedback wave. (Zaman, Dahl, Bencic & Loh 2002) Or the shock becomes the upstream 'closed' end and also acts like a vibrating diaphragm similar to that involved in longitudinal acoustic resonance. (Zaman, Dahl, Bencic & Loh 2002) And It can be the one of the possibility that the growth and decline of the separation bubble make the pressure perturbation of the shock wave oscillations and produces a
feedback wave.
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